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(There comes to my mind another slaying in Dallas, the details of which I know little, save that 
a son of the late Dr. E. F. Weber of Oklahoma City, was filled with bullet holes in Dallas 
within the past two years...he took his father's place on a radio broadcast Out of Oklahoma City 
..liges father had much truth, even as the sons preached...much along the line of the teachings of 
the late Dr. C. I. Scofield...later and now David Weber is preaching...and I have late copies 
of his radio sermons to show what he believes shall happen...and that kind of reasoning is 
fought against muchly.... so I am caused to even wonder why I mention the slain preacher, save 
to further verify things wrong...and again there comes a remembrance of a noted young preacher 
out of Fort Worth being killed in an airplane. Also, the airplane crash injuring Ted Kennedy, I 
believe, was carefully planned...and I have good leads on that...even tracing back to his brother 
Robert and Jacqueline Kennedy... there is much wealth and power to be inherited from Joseph 
Kennedy, etc.) 

(Haring paused briefly, then there came into my mind remembrance of how after I had talked 
to Captain Will Fritz in Dallas, asking him to reinvestigate my mother's death, and telling him 
I believed Booth was the one shooting or having another shoot at me with a long distance foreign-
made rifle...that Fritz was shot in a hunting accident, the shot striking his hand, if I rightly 
recall the reports of same...and how did this happen? and had he made any remarks to anyone 
about the Booth case...and was the shooting an act of God, or was it in an effort to get him and 
his recollections out of the way? I recall that Bill McCraw refused his aid, and did not .ive 
long thereafter... that is, did not live to be a ripe elderly person with long life!) 

(It is my honest belief that If and when any man or woman chooses to help me, that from that 
time on the mentle of God is over them, and no harm can come to such person, or persons. 
And even now in this present situation concerning Ruby and reinvestigations...with Life urgiing 
a reinvestigation—and my having urged Life and many others,  even in Dallas the D.A. can 
ask for reinvestigation... and from that time on the blessings of God will rest upon Dallas, of 

(I also wish to point out that after I was arrested on order of Johnson May 26, 1964, I was con-
fined in the cell provided by the USA Deputy Marshall Casey Slocum of Houston (a fine person) 
and I wrote a nine-page letter, and dropped it into the lap of a reporter, after appearing before 
USA Commissioner Ralph Fowler, and in that letter I again asked if Johnson's health would hold 
up (as the original letter dealt with if he continued to disobey me) and I made the claim that I 
was Zion...that the law shall come forth of Zion, and the word of the LORD from Jerusalem... 
I asked him If he thought he could prosper being against me, etc....and I ended up denying any 
threat or intent of threat In the letter written, and as an after-thought, this came to me...that 
he was not worth killing! This is an old Texas saying... meaning why go to any trouble... such 
and such is not worth the effort...not worth killing! And I wrote concerning his not seeking the 
presidency in 1964... even referring to the state of his health. Well, from the moment of his 
inquiguration he began to suffer ill health, etc.... and I have had people say to me that they read 
what I had written, also comments on the radio and news reports, and made up their mind to watch 
and see what happened to Johnson's health...and as since then his health has not held up...neither 
shall it, even has Eisenhower suffered as prophesied he would... so this fulfills what the LORD 
instructed me to prophesy... and even now I am asking how it will effect America If suddenly 
Johnson is caused to drop from the American seene...aud America not know why it happened 
and that It would fulfill what is prophesied...I can imagine the panic of the American people...I 
yet know how horribly no many are worried, distraught, etc... and I just wish the people would 
wake up, rise up, and really know what Is prophesied to happen...and now is the time for all 
good men and women to truly come to the aid of their country...and this can only be done by 
coming to me...even as Is, 60:3 prophesies as about to happen: "And the Gentiles shall come 
to thy light (my light is Jesus), and kings to the brightness (brilliance of method) of thy rising," 
Ina. 60:3. 

Since I have to go into town for more supplies to write, I shall drop this into themail for your 
further study, and hope to continue oh with my explanation concerning the times we are now 
living in— even hoping the blindfolds will be removed from your eyes and all of you see fplainly 
what happened in Dallas, why it happened, and then bring forth grafts of goodness and justiiel 

Rev. Johnnie Mae Hackworthe 
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